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The free version of the Elianame theme is highly compatible with the latest version of OpenCart. In addition,
the theme comes with lots of customization options to make the eCommerce store look just like the
customer intended it to. GalaxyTab by TemplateMela is an OpenCart based multi-purpose theme that offers
a choice of products & services to sell from which you can easily sell a variety of products in just a couple of
minutes. Here you go with the list of top OpenCart themes of all time. If you happen to run into any
problems or questions while using this theme, you can either give us a shout or drop us a line on our
feedback portal. 3 column mega menu This is the best mega menu plugin with 3 column layout and
responsive design. The menu supports 3 different types of menu, mega dropdown menu, mega vertical
menu and mega toggle menu. If you want to be a smart developer and need to create mega menu for your
own use, It will be great sense to use this plugin. Create your own layout and navigation the way you want
it. Mega Menu Pro is an advanced layoutplugin for WordPress. It supports advanced layout features like any
color, position, position at random, alternative position, column type, custom styles for unlimited number of
columns, option to select any type of menu in the option panel. Mega Menu Pro has a powerful theme
settings where you can customize the font, color, width, heights, background and much more. Add any
number of columns, place them anywhere on the left side, the right side and the middle as well. You can
also generate unlimited random layout or choose any layout from a number of our predefined layouts.
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journal is also one of the best opencart themes that wed love to introduce in this article. released by
digitalatelier on themeforest, journal quickly became popular thanks to its best-in-class features. similar to

poco, journal also gives you the flexibility to customize your store at any resolution. improve your customers
experience with super fast instant suggestion results! upgrades the default opencart search engine to bring

more accurate data. built-in cache system to reduce database queries and server load. many options to
customize search results. smooth and aesthetic theme integration. in this guide, we’ll teach you to keep

your store updated, install your favorite extensions, and make the most of opencarts features. this guide will
show you how to get started with your new mega menu double. this could be a great step towards a more
mobile friendly store. you can also use our 2d mega menus for opencart – it’s a perfect choice for multiple
product catalogs or a really long one. here you can set up a set of mega menu in different style and color
combination for each product. the multi-advance feature makes the navigation menu fast and clutter free,

you can also easily switch to any category, product or customer with just one click. the mega menu also has
an option for unlimited menu levels. your visitors can easily navigate to the product, category or customer
page, from a single page. this theme is also designed with fluid page which means that it will dynamically
resize your page content. it can also be used for sidebars, footers, footer widgets, widgetized sidebars, top
navigation bars, products galleries, products sliders, products carousels, image sliders, videos, and more.
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